Minutes
Board of Directors Meeting
Mount Pleasant Community Centre Association
Date: Tuesday, September 21st, 2021
Time: 7:10 PM
Location: WebEx
Present:

Regrets:

I

Rod H., President
Anita R., Past President
Meghan M., Treasurer
Thomas F., Executive At Large
Michael D., Board Member
Clare B., Board Member
Claire W., Board Member
Steve Q., Board Member
Suman C., Secretary
Maja J., Board Member
Joanna F., Board Member
Margery D., Board Member
Bianca C., Board Member
David C., Board Member
John I., Park Board Commissioner

Staff:
,
Guests:

Absent:

Lorelei L., Community Recreation Supervisor
Sarah D., Child Care Manager
Andrea T., VJRD
Madeleine S., VJRD
Aaron K., Childcare Committee Member
Megan K., Childcare Committee Member
Ron L., Parent at 3 corners
Alice K., Childcare Committee Member
Jim B., Board Member

Recorder: Gary C., Administrative Assistant

Call to Order: at 7:21 PM by presiding officer Rod H.
Land Acknowledgement. The Board acknowledges that the land on which we gather is the unceded territories
of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations.
Rod reminds everybody to maintain respectful communication: practice politeness, courteous and kindness,
respect others’ background and cultural differences, have a sense of humour and build on what we have and
move forward together.

II

Acceptance of Agenda
No quorum at this time.

III Guest Speakers – Vancouver Junior Roller Derby
A. Andrea Tanaka and Madeleine Shaw from the Vancouver Junior Roller Derby provides a 10 minute presentation
highlighting the Vancouver Junior Roller Derby group. VJRD thanks the MPCCA Board for the work done being
at the facility, which has been the home to the group. VJRD is a registered BC non profit society serving 50
youth, from 6 to 18 years old, female non binary youth. The group currently has a long waitlist of participants
interested in joining. The group requires a large indoor flat accessible surface and finding a space has been
challenging. The group thanks the MPCC staff for helping find alternate space and bringing the forward the
recommendation of Britannia Community Centre. The facility gym is 30% smaller, which would make it
challenging with teams. There is a Committee established to review all facilities within the Lower Mainland, but
unfortunately there are limited options. While the group has some options to consider, if a space is not secured
bye the group, the program will need to be cancelled. The Treasurer of VJRD has discussed with Ny on the
possibility of negotiating a damage deposit if allowed to proceed. Will take it online to find what the Board
decides as there is no quorum.

IV Board Meeting Minutes from June 15th, 2021.
Minutes will be brought to the Board at the next meeting to approve as quorum has not be met for this meeting.
V

Park Board Commissioner’s Report
-

No report.

VI Financials
A. Treasurer’s Report
-

There is another GIC that will be set up for the Childcare Bursary, as it’s own account, as opposed to a journal
item.

-

Instead of holding reserves in term deposit, the Executive Committee will be transferring the funds to an
conservative investment account. Bill Elliot from VanCity has presented different portfolios that is a mix of
stocks and bonds. Under the ethical umbrella of VanCity, IC Clarington, material was distributed to the
Executive Committee and members are in agreement that a conservative portfolio is favourable. Unlike GIC,
money can be added or withdrawn for the purposes of the activities of the community. These are performance
based vehicles as opposed to interest based vehicles. Based on historical performance, there will be a better
return on investment than the current 0.8% term deposits. The Committee will be watching closely on the
earnings. There will be a meeting at the month with Bill and Adrian from VanCity and Steve, Rod, Anita and
Meghan.

-

An artist named Al Sayers has done many illustrations for the centre such as the Dude Chilling t-shirts and the
covers for the brochure. Al passed away this year, so in honour of him, his artwork will be hung at the centre.
There is an original illustration and another smaller piece that will need to be framed. Framing cost for the
larger piece will be at about $430, while the smaller one will cost roughly $350. As it is a City building, their staff
will need to do the installation of the hardware.
Moved by: Anita R./ Seconded by: Thomas F.
THAT THAT THE BOARD approves up to $800 for the cost of framing for Al Sayer’s original art works, to be
framed at the centre.
WILL BE POSTED FOR VOTING
UPDATE 09.2821: MOTION APPROVED.

VII Committee Reports
A. Pool Committee
-

Park Board will be reporting on the Mount Pleasant Outdoor Pool Study inl November.

-

The Pool Committee participated in, Just off Main, and it was a very successful afternoon. Josephine made some
great posters for the event.

-

Members on the Board are all welcomed to join the Committee and help out at the events.

B. Park Committee
-

The Committee is waiting for next phase on the park across the street. Information has been gathered from
Board members and the public at the Just off Main event. The Planners will be providing an update on the next
phase of the design. The successful programming at parks during this past summer shows the importance of
having such spaces neighbourhoods.

C. Community Outreach Committee
-

Thomas spoke to Christopher Richardson regarding the memorial service for Al Sayers, the process the MPCCA
Board is going through with the framing and mounting of Al’s artwork at the centre. There was talk about a
possible unveiling event of the two art pieces. The event will largely depend on COVID restriction, but Al’s
children are excited if the centre decides to host the event.

D. Program Committee
-

The Program Committee approved the wages for the Magic Gathering Card and Pokémon program.

-

The Committee welcomes a new staff member, Joe Oliveira, who will be covering the Programmer II position.
Sonia is expected to be back soon.

-

The centre was used as a cooling centre during the heat wave and may be open again for a warming centre in
the winter.

-

Staff recommended that the signs be for the Pool Committee signs be redone professionally. Margery has
agreed that the existing signs will be reviewed and updated. Thomas had spent time with Josephine and Nataly
relocated signs and materials within the storage area. There were some signs found and Thomas had forwarded
photographs to Margery. Some signs can be laminated and updated as the information is not relevant anymore.
The items will be organized for easier location for future events.

E. Childcare Committee
-

Vaccine Policy – Guest Speaker – Megan Kilvert
o

Megan wanted to be present for the discussion on Vaccine Policy for the Childcare. Megan is a
pediatrician at BC Children’s Hospital and Fairmont Pediatrics. For the last 18 months, she has been
caring for COVID positive patients under the age of 18 and children that are admitted for multisystem
inflammatory syndrome, which is a post COVID inflammatory phenomenon. She would like to provide
input, medical opinion and advocate for mandatory COVID vaccination for childcare workers at Mount
Pleasant Community Centre.

o

There are concerns about how the fall and winter will unfold. Data from the US, Japan and Australia
suggest that children’s hospital wards are being inundated with respiratory viruses. With influenza and
RSV being eradicated, means that there are two cohorts of children that don’t have any immunity to
those viruses, and are ending up sick and in the hospital. It is important to have a clear sick policy
within childcare to help parents decide what choice to make to keep everybody safe and healthy.
Megan worked with Sarah to develop this policy and it has gone out to parents.

o

The Delta Variant is being circulating around Vancouver and is much more transmissible. The rate of
hospitalization for children is increasing. CDC reports show classroom in US, where teachers and
children are unvaccinated, seeing a lot of infection in classroom even with barriers and masking in
place. There is a vulnerable population at 3 Corners specifically, with kids under 5 that have no ability
to get vaccinated until at least 2022. Physical distancing is impossible at daycares and physical barriers
applied elsewhere are not applicable in this setting. To protect, kids, families and workers is to have a
strict adherence to the sick day policy, environmental control measures (ventilation, sanitation) and
mandating vaccine with all adults working with children. It is the official recommendation from Public
Health, for adults working with children to get vaccinated.

o

The YMCA has mandated a vaccine policy for their staff. Perhaps Sarah and reach out to them to find
more details.

o

Clare B. – Clare is pro-vaccine for anybody working in childcare, but it is a complicated and not a
straight forward issue. For the interim period, while trying to sort out and getting a legal opinion, try
and be creative in having employees declare their vaccination statuses. Law is frustrating, but the
centre can’t bring in mandate new staff to be vaccinated. Many organizations bringing in mandatory
vaccination, they have the funds for any litigation or alternates like rapid tests for staff not getting
vaccinated. The Provincial Government does have the authority to have teachers and staff to be
vaccinated, but it is in their hands to implement a mandate. The government has set a baseline, but it
continues to be fluid. One step that Board can take is to take initiative to rally with other centres to
write to the PHA. The centre is following government requirements. The centre can be used as a
platform to advocate for change as opposed to trying to manage it at a micro level.

o

Anita R. – The building belongs to the City and they want to be indemnified if the Association decides
to implement a mandatory vaccine policy. The Board can draft a letter to the Provincial Government,
local MLA and Health Minister to request change. Anita will draft the letter and bring it to the Board to
review. Clare B. would be interested in helping out with input from Megan K.

o

Thomas F. – Understands both points of view and wants the best plan of action for everybody. A tough
situation as families have their own thoughts on keeping their kids safe.

o

Michael D. – Have had discussion in UK and doctors in other countries, and the only way to protect
population is to implement, close to mandatory vaccination for everybody.

o

Ron L. – Agrees with Michael. Dealing with primary health and safety of children in daycare with
unmasked staff. It is critical to deal with it as best as possible and most effectively deals with the
situation. There are a number of organizations that have put in a mandate for vaccination. A first, could

be implement a mandate for any new staff. It is critical to give assurance to family and staff, that the
Board has done the most it can to protect the community. Would like to thank the Board for allowing
him to talk. In support of what Aaron stated regarding informing staff of the work being done to
implement a mandatory vaccine policy. Believes that that the Board will be OK to implement
mandatory vaccination for new staff.
o

Aaron K. - Thanks the Board for the discussion and Meg’s information brought forward. Echoes Ron’s
comments. Asking new staff to be vaccinated is a good first step, but need to find ways to move
forward with a vaccine mandate to keep the ball rolling. Most members want a vaccine mandate, but
don’t know how to do it, but it is important to set markers to keep it moving. Would like staff to be
informed that the Board is working on instituting a vaccine mandate.

o

Alice K. – Questions legal liabilities if someone gets COVID from the centre. Rod notes that there was a
legal opinion that there are no repercussions. Would like to see rapid tests implemented, but Megan K.
notes that the tests are quite expensive at $15 each.

o

Steve Q. – The Board needs to follow regulation, but if deviated, then there needs to be legal support.

o

Rod H.- The situation continues to be fluid. Lawyers have helped developed policy for other centres.
The Board will be working with other centres to put together a policy. The Board will try to put forward
a strongly recommend policy in place, but a motion will need to be passed and reviewed by legal
counsel. A letter will be drafted and the Board will continue to explore options of putting a mandate.

o

Claire W. – Would like a task group to meet more frequently to discuss this issue and keep on top of
any new updates. Rod advises that this will need to be discussed further.

o

Sarah D. - Would like all staff to be vaccinated to ensure everybody is safe, but want to make sure that
the implementation is done correctly.

-

Sick Policy – Sarah and Megan have worked on the Sick Policy. The temperature for a fever will be changed to
38 degrees as opposed to 38.5 degrees. There were a few questions from parents. Would like to clear with
language and scenarios, even with non COVID related illness. Rod notes that as a director, Sarah can implement
the Sick Policy when ready.

-

Remote Working Policy – Sarah introduced the policy to the Leadership Team and they all thought it would be
useful for people to know when they will be working from home. There will be a limit of 2 days that is
reasonable.
Moved by: Anita R./ Seconded by: Meghan M.
THAT THE BOARD adopts the Childcare Remote Working Policy.
WILL BE POSTED FOR VOTING
UPDATE 09.2821: MOTION APPROVED.

-

Terms of Reference – The new TOR for the Childcare Committee is presented by Clare B. Many are aware of the
identity crisis that the Committee is going through. Made changes based on experience, understanding of the
power of the Committee, and how to make the Committee helpful/functional to the centre as a whole.
o

The approach of reframing of the Committee, is to make it more of a Parent Advisory Council for the
Community Centre. Most of the day to day decision making needs to go to the Board. The extent to
which the Childcare Committee can be helpful is to provide parent opinions. Professional staff have
been hired to operate the childcare. Parents, who are unelected, on the Childcare Committee should
not have the power to direct or influence the operations. The Committee shall remain as an advisory
committee providing parent perspectives. One of the points on the old TOR was to provide
recommendation on childcare licensing, which most members don’t have experience of knowledge of.

o

HR was removed from the new TOR and refocus the role of the Committee to be the liaison between
the broader childcare community and the Board. The composition of the Committee should be 2
parents from each program and be the contact for other parents to bring forward issues or concerns.
There should be a maximum of 7 members, with 2 members from the Board and 1 member of the
Executive Committee. Members shall be appointed to the Committee on two year terms.

o

Volunteer parents can provide parent perspective on policies and procedures. Members can provide
feedback to the Board for the Childcare Director’s annual performance review. The Committee should
advocate for all program, children, families and staff.

o

Members shall uphold CCAC’s TOR and goals. Robert’s Rules or Order should be followed and was
recommended by Sean. In Robert’s Rules of Order, there are basic rules about how the meeting is
chaired and everybody getting the chance to speak once before someone speaks a second time.
The Chair must act as an impartial facilitator, as opposed to an authoritative figure, and not have the
option to vote, unless there is a tie that needs to be broken.

o

It would be beneficial to have one of the volunteer parent participants to be the secretary and circulate
the minutes. There were some issues decisions made on previous issues. It also deals with transparency
to the Board.

o

The Chair and Co-Chair should be selected at the beginning of the year, in January. The Childcare
Committee should also prepare the report, rather than leaving it to the Director to complete.

o

No quorum requirement, but there shouldn’t be a lot of voting done within the Committee.

o

The Code of Conduct is listed and there is requirement that issues for discussion needs to be listed on
the agenda. There is a confidentiality requirement and a removal provision in the event there is a need
to remove a member for violations. The Conflict of Interest remains the same from the last TOR. The
CCAC is accountable to the Board. The TOR should be reviewed every year and see if it is working.
What is the CCAC doing, how is the Committee helping and goals?

o

Meghan would like to acknowledge the work, time and thoughtfulness Clare spent on this new TOR.

o

Moved by: Anita R./ Seconded by: Meghan M.
THAT THE BOARD accepts the Childcare Committee Terms of Reference as presented.
WILL BE POSTED FOR VOTING
UPDATE 09.2821: MOTION APPROVED.

-

Wage Enhancement Increase – The wage enhancement increase has been updated to $4 for the administrative
position.
Moved by: Anita R./ Seconded by: Thomas F.
THAT THE BOARD accepts the Childcare Wage Enhancement Increase as proposed.
WILL BE POSTED FOR VOTING
UPDATE 09.2821: Rescinded. More details and clarification required.

-

F.

Workshop Proposal – The budget for professional development is quite small, considering there are 3 days as
opposed to 2 previously. The Centre Coordinators were in agreement that bringing in a facilitator to work with
the teams would be beneficial. Sarah has worked with a facilitator before and would like to bring them in for
Our House and 3 Corners staff. The cost to bring in Maryam for the full day will be $1500, or half day for half the
cost. To keep ECE certification, there is a requirement for hours for training. Maryam provides educators with
the certificate for the hours for training.
Moved by: Meghan M./ Seconded by: Clare B.
THAT THE BOARD accepts the Workshop Proposal as presented.
WILL BE POSTED FOR VOTING

Executive Committee
-

AGM – The consensus is that the AGM be held virtually. The meeting will be held via Zoom.

-

Elections – Jo F., Maja J., Claire W., Thomas F., Clare B. are up for renewal. Anita still stands as Past President.
Please let Rod if you are interested in continuing.

-

Vaccine Policy - MPCCA Vaccine Policy – The policy would apply to instructors, employee, which include the
childcare staff as well. The policy should abide by the PHO, but not violate any Human Rights code. CDC
guidelines are a little different to child care workers. There are concerns about creating a policy for recreation,
but not childcare. Clare B. volunteers to review the policy and send it back to Rod with recommendations.

VIII Staff Reports
A. Sarah
-

Items already discussed earlier.

-

There is a title changed for the coordinator positions. They are now titled as Manager.

B. Lorelei

IX

X

-

The hours of operation for the community centre are back to pre-COVID times, as of September 7th, 2021.

-

Things are going well. There have been more hiring of Program Assistants and Cashiers, as many were lost
during COVID. There are 4 new staff being trained as cashiers at the centre. Most programs going well, such as
aerobics with 15 to 16 participants. The Parent and Tot Gym has been on hold as the search for staff continues,
but there should be staff hired soon. The PHO states masks are mandatory in public spaces, except when
exercising.

-

The City Manager gave notice that September 30 will be recognized as a holiday. Plans for future years are to
pending the consultation process. Programs and staff have been scheduled for the day, so there may be some
changes with this new announcement.

-

The Indigenous Artist, Chrystal Sparrow, had dropped off her art piece. Ian Foster came to take a look at the
carving to strategize on the installation. The piece will be installed outside the youth lounge above the plaques.

-

The team welcomes Joe Oliveira and hope to have Sonia back soon.

President’s Report
-

Rod continues to receive update from Steve Kellock on the Vancouver PlayBook. Updates will be shared with
the remainder of the Board.

-

Meghan attended the AGM from Planet Bingo. MPCCA continues to receive funds for the youth programs.

New Business

XI Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 10:05pm. Next Board meeting to be scheduled on October 19th, 2021 at 7:10pm.
*****

